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Abstract

With the emergence of network-centric warfare (NCW), the US 
Department of Defense (DOD) has made strides in moving from 
traditional hierarchal organizational structures to edge-based 
organization for warfighting.  
However, the command and control method is supported by link-based 
battle networks requiring the edge nodes to both feed and pull from the 
network to create a cohesive picture for shared battlespace awareness 
(Alberts, Hayes 2005).
This has created a network that exchanges large volumes of data, very 
often of a redundant nature (Bleile, 2015).  
As the amount of data transmitted is proportional to emissions in the 
electromagnetic spectrum, this creates signals that may be 
proportionally exploited for targeting, creating risk to force.  
This paper proposes a method to model an edge organization using 
mission-type orders to understand the required information exchange 
requirements (IERs) in a contested environment to explore controlling 
that risk.
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Research Basis

• Military Problem: An edge organization enables decision speed at the 
tactical edge, but is challenged by exploitation of legacy symmetric 
link-based battle networks. 

• Hypothesis: IF the C2 Structure shifts to Mission Command, THEN an 
hierarchical asymmetric digital network can flow IERs to enable an 
edge organization while reducing risk to force.

• Critical Design Considerations:
o Asymmetric Networks using Broadcast Feeds and Split IP with LPI/LPD uplinks
o Hierarchical Networks (high throughput edge networks for LPI/LPD)
o Self-organization at the tactical edge
o De-conflation of business systems and battle networks
o Adaption to changing EMW Environment 
o Loss of manned platform as a consistent contributing ISR node for BA

• Drives need for composable kill-webs disaggregating sensor from shooter
o Reliance on a scouting force (Unmanned, Remote Sensing, Stealth, etc.) for BA
o MOC as active participant in data fusion supporting BA
o MOC generation of Mission Type Orders as the mechanism for Mission Command
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Campaign of Experimentation

• Three Phases
o Initial Workshop with Developers and Operators (complete)
o Hypothesis Testing via M&S (funded)
o Field Testing to Validate Operational Use Cases (planned)

• Focus of this Paper is on Phase 2, M&S Hypothesis Testing
• M&S and implementation heavily influenced by the DMO Workshop 

and DWO design activities.
• Design of Experiment around metrics focused on understanding the 

IER flows and relative risk to force through M&S.
o Understand IERs flows to/from MOC
o Understand IERs between tactical edge units required for self-

synchronization of effects
o Risk to force measured through predicted EIRP, therefore M&S much 

support model of EM Spectrum in addition to network architectures.
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Model Selection

• Attributes to consider for model selection:
o Model a variety of networks and their routing protocols
o Model asymmetry
o Model environmental propagation in the electromagnetic 

spectrum (EMS) and associated EIRP
o Model entities exist for existing naval systems
o Represent various size IERs under varying conditions
o Model hierarchical multi-layered disparate networks.

• Naval Simulation System (NSS) is suitable. 
• Effort funded by Naval Analytics Office (NAO) with 

USFFC endorsement.  Execution managed by NWDC.
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Research Approach
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• Implement in Naval Simulation System (NSS)

• Three vignettes

o Permissive

o Mildly Contested

o Heavily Contested

• Develop IERs to execute Mission Command

• Develop IERs for the tactical edge to self-organize and 

exploit temporal opportunities

• Evaluate architecture and identify friction points

o Evaluate network performance and risk to force.  

o Evaluate resiliency of the network 

o Evaluate architectures support for edge organizations



Experiment Vignette – Permissive
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Experiment Vignette – Mildly Contested
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Experiment Vignette – Heavily Contested 
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Potential Parameters of Interest

• Model Hypothesis: IF the proposed battle network architecture is used, 
THEN the required IERs will flow in a manner that reduce risk to force.

• Network Performance Metrics:
o Information Exchange Requirements (IERs) (DV)

o Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) (Analogue DV for Risk to Force)

o Network parameters (IVs):

• Routing Overhead

• Distance

• Packet Delivery Ratio

• Hops

• Number of Nodes

• Latency

• Throughput

• Path Persistence 

• Clustering metrics

• End-to-end delay
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Data Collection and Analysis Plan

• DCAP will use automated tools to gather key 

performance parameters for:

o Network performance (IV)

o IER Flows (DV)

o Risk to Force (DV)

• to allow for determined pass/fail criteria to 

validate/invalidate the hypothesis WRT to IERs and RTF.

• and gather data pertaining to the structure of IERs in the 

context of the vignettes to understand:

o Size and type of data flows needed

o Temporal utility

o Military utility
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Questions
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Backup
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218 Power to the Edge

Comparison of Hierarchies v. Edge Organizations

loyalties and reward structures are misaligned. Any effort at
reform or revolution must ultimately overcome these barriers.5

COMPARISON OF HIERARCHIES V. EDGE 
ORGANIZATIONS

To first order, hierarchies keep power concentrated in the cen-
ter (centers in hierarchies have developed powerful stovepipes)
while edge organizations move it to the edge.

The ability of any organization to provide the means and
opportunities (that constitute power) to those with the respon-
sibilities for dealing with situations and for accomplishing tasks
vary as a function of the familiarity of the situation/task at

Figure 29. Comparison of Attributes of Hierarchies and Edge Organizations(Alberts and Hayes, Power to the Edge, figure 29)


